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Selected Poems

1991-06-14

an award winning gathering of exquisite poems by a celebrated poet

New and Selected Poems

2005

ryan is a scrupulously observant poet with a gift for going for the jugular his work is finely honed
provocative questing and humane edward hirsch washington post book world michael ryan s first collection in
many years shows the acclaimed poet at the height of his powers highlighting the wit and passion displayed
throughout his career ryan s latest work comprises fifty seven poems from three award winning volumes and
thirty one new poems in both dramatic lyrics and complex narratives ryan renders the world with startling
clarity freshness and intimacy new and selected poems is filled with the stuff of everyday life and as the
new york times book review said it include s pain and fear but also surprise joy laughter everything human
new and selected poems reminds us how much we have relied on this poet to forge a path for us in plain
style carol muske dukes los angeles times book review ryan s poems have always felt as if they neded to be
written they seem to exist because of some pressure to respond not because of a facility for language alone
this is a rare quality among poets the commitment to it is as hard won and real as any you are likely to
find in poetry david rivard american poetry review michael ryan is the author of many acclaimed books
including three previous volumes of poetry among the honors for his work are the prestigious kingsley tufts
award the lenore marshall poetry prize a whiting writers award and nea and guggenheim fellowships ryan is a
professor of english and creative writing at the university of california at irvine

New and Selected Poems

2000

from a poetic career that spans more than half a century and that is still producing poems as fresh and
honest as the first comes james schevill s new and selected poems redefining the achievement of this
uniquely american vision schevill s poetry acclaimed and criticized has been rigorously selected here by
the poet himself down to the best and most representative of his significant output this concise collection
also contains a sampling of new poems written since the landmark complete american fantasies about which
the american critic m l rosenthal wrote the book is filled with the sounds of american speech piercing
lyrics telling satire surprising insights into every aspect of our lives and sheer human understanding from
the simple lyric to the ambitious lavish epic of the complete american fantasies new and selected poems is
a showcase of schevill s individual talent and generous spirit for those coming to the work of james
schevill for the first time this collection will be a rewarding introduction to a poetic imagination equal
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to the best of his generation for those who have watched as schevill s work has ripened over the years it
is a homecoming worth the wait

Selected Poems

2011-08-16

a career defining retrospective by a much beloved contemporary master

Selected Poetry

1968

mary oliver has been writing poetry for nearly five decades and in that time she has become america s
foremost poetic voice on our experience of the physical world this collection presents forty two new poems
an entire volume in itself along with works chosen by oliver from six of the books she has published since
new and selected poems volume one

New and Selected Poems, Volume Two

2006-04-01

john donne 1572 1631 is perhaps the most important poet of the seventeenth century in his day it seemed to
his admirers that donne had changed the literary universe and he is now widely regarded as the founder of
the metaphysical school donne s poetry is highly distinctive and individual adopting a multitude of rhythms
images forms and personae from irresistible seducer to devout believer his greatness stems from the
subtleties and ambivalences of tone that convey his remarkably modern awareness of the instability of the
self this collection of donne s verse is chosen from the oxford authors critical edition of his major works
it includes a wide selection from his secular and divine poems such as the rebellious and libertine satires
and love elegies the virtuoso songs and sonnets and the desperate passionate holy sonnets john carey s
introduction and extensive notes provide valuable insights into donne s poetic genius

Selected Poetry

1998

robinson jeffers was one of the most controversial poets of the twentieth century in this volume essential
poems selected from his major works provide an excellent overview of jeffers s style and the themes present
throughout his work drawn from volumes published throughout his career among them be angry at the sun
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hungerfield the double axe roan stallion tamar and other poems as well as the beginning and the end which
contains his last poems these poems will introduce new readers to his inimitable voice while also gathering
in one place some of his best work for his confirmed fans

Selected Poems of Robinson Jeffers

1965-08-12

at last a definitive selection of the elegant work by a poet at the forefront of american poetry for more
than three decades with his first several books j d mcclatchy established himself as a poet of urbanity
intellect and prismatic emotion in the tradition of james merrill w h auden and elizabeth bishop one who
balances an exploration of the underworld of desire with a mastery of poetic form and whose artistry
reveals the riches and ruins of our plundered hearts now opening with exquisite new poems including the
stunning my hand collection a catalogue of art objects that steals up on the complexity of human touch and
a witty and profound poem entitled my robotic prostatectomy this selection is a glorious full tour of
mcclatchy s career it includes excerpts from the powerful book length sequence ten commandments 1998 and
his more recent works hazmat 2002 and mercury dressing 2009 books that explored the body s melodrama as
well as the heart s treacheries grievances and boundless capacities all of his poems present a sumptuous
weave of impassioned thought and clear sighted feeling he has been rightly hailed as a poet of ferocious
alertness one who elicits says the new leader the kind of wonder and joy we experience when the curtain
comes down on a dazzling performance

Selected Poetry and Letters

1958

michael d higgins is one of ireland s leading public intellectuals as well as having made a significant
contribution to public life he is a prolific poet whose work ranges from the personal to the political and
geographically from the west of ireland to nicaragua and the middle east here he has gathered together the
very best of his poetic output over the years in these poems he casts a wry compassionate eye on human
weakness and resilience and the centrality of love to all human relations throughout it all his yearning
for a world marked above all by social justice stands out this collection is a treasury of the very best of
his writing over the years and is sure to delight younger readers as well as his established followers

Plundered Hearts

2014-03-25

perfection is a rare accomplishment particularly in american poetry and the perfection of much of hollander
s work makes it essential reading for anyone who genuinely cares for the craft of poetry but in our fallen
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world we seem fated to value power of perfection and john hollander s poetry has shown a visionary power
just often enough to secure him a place as one of the major figures of our moment vernon shetley the new
republic

New and Selected Poems

2011-07-23

a t s eliot prize winning collection from one of ireland s major contemporary poets parallax astron
apparent displacement or difference in the apparent position of an object caused by actual change or
difference of position of the point of observation oed in parallax sinéad morrissey documents what is
caught and what is lost when houses and cityscapes servants and saboteurs the different people who lived in
sepia are arrested in time by photography or poetry subjected to the authority of a particular perspective
assured and disquieting morrissey s poems explore the paradoxes in what is seen read and misread in the
surfaces of the presented world

Selected Poetry

2012-05-02

one of the astonishing aspects of oliver s work is the consistency of tone over this long period what
changes is an increased focus on nature and an increased precision with language that has made her one of
our very best poets these poems sustain us rather than divert us although few poets have fewer human beings
in their poems than mary oliver it is ironic that few poets also go so far to help us forward

Parallax

2015-05-12

named one of the 100 notable books of the year by the new york times winner of the national book award for
poetry named by o as one of the 20 books of poetry everyone should own the poems in migration speak a life
long belief in the power of words to awaken our drowsy souls and see the world with compassionate
interconnection national book award judges statement the publication of w s merwin s selected and new poems
is one of those landmark events in the literary world los angeles times w s merwin is the most influential
american poet of the last half century an artist who has transfigured and reinvigorated the vision of
poetry for our time migration new and selected poems is that case this 540 page distillation selected by
merwin from fifteen diverse volumes is a gathering of the best poems from a profound body of work accented
by a selection of distinctive new poems as an undergraduate at princeton university merwin was advised by
john berryman to get down on your knees and pray to the muse every day migration represents the bounty of
those prayers over the last fifty years merwin s muse has led him beyond the formal verse of his early
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years to revolutionary open forms that engage a vast array of influences and possibilities as adrienne rich
wrote of merwin s work i would be shamelessly jealous of this poetry if i didn t take so much from it into
my own life w s merwin is the author of over fifty books of poetry prose and translation he lives in hawaii
where he raises endangered palm trees

New and Selected Poems

1992

b h fairchild is the american voice at its best confident and conflicted celebratory and melancholic new
york times gathering works from five of b h fairchild s previous volumes stretching over thirty years and
adding twenty six brilliant new poems the blue buick showcases the career of a poet who represents the
american voice at its best confident and conflicted celebratory and melancholic new york times fairchild s
poetry covers a wide range both geographically and intellectually though it finds its center in the rural
midwest in oilfields and dying small towns in taverns baseball fields one screen movie theaters and skies
vast mysterious and bored ultimately its cultural scope where mozart stands beside patsy cline with
grunewald gödel and rothko only a subway ride from the hollywood films of the 1950s transcends region and
decade to explore the relationship of memory to the imagination and the mysteries of time and being and
finally there is the character of roy eldridge garcia a machinist poet philosopher who sees in the
landscape and silence of the high plains the held breath of the earth as if we haven t quite begun to exist
that coming into being still going on from the machine work elevated to high art that is the subject of the
arrival of the future 1985 to the despairing dreamers of early occult memory systems of the lower midwest
2002 to the panoramic voice driven structure of usher 2009 fairchild s work meaty maximalist driven by
narrative stakes out an american mythos david ulin los angeles times from the blue buick a boy standing on
a rig deck looks across the plains a woman walks from a trailer to watch the setting sun a man stands
beside a lathe lighting a cigar imagined or remembered a girl in normandy sings across a sea that something
may remain

The Selected Poetry and Prose

1953

mcclure has not departed from his center justified breath based lines in a career that has spanned more
than half a century one of the readers at allen ginsberg s famed 1955 reading of howl at san francisco s
six gallery mcclure unlike ginsberg remains closely associated with that city and with the varieties of
20th century zen and other eastern religious practice that have emerged from it publishers weekly
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Migration

2005

for his selected poems c k williams has chosen from three decades of his work to produce a volume that
represents every aspect of his remarkable career this collection confirms that c k williams is as stanley
kunitz has written a wonderful poet in the authentic american tradition of walt whitman and w c williams
who tells us on every page what it meant to be alive in our time

The Blue Buick: New and Selected Poems

2014-07-21

following his break through first volume of poems through the years 2010 and its successor roberta and
other poems 2011 ricardo quinones has upped the ante with a generous selection from those earlier volumes
and additions from a ready supply of new poems presented here a sorting of the ways new and selected poems
contains such poems as the grafting tree a mythical marriage between a giant oak and a chair ten and more
the record of a ten year old s deflating experience of the korean war after the jubilation of 1945 and the
end of wwii to pick a penny another far reaching poem about the magic qualities of a penny and spoiler
speech the fragile hold of civilized consciousness against the uprising of a primitive rage the volume also
announces the demise of the popular wallet poems mainly by virtue of their own superabundance and their
replacement by a new kind of verse bloc notes in the concluding poem a new beginning quinones takes the
gamble of expressing his own philosophical and moral desideratum as to the nature of art and society thus
enacting his belief that at sometime a writer poet must come to grips with those things he thinks essential
if a society is to be reborn

Of Indigo and Saffron

2011-01-26

few poets today even very good ones write lines as stanley moss does that are so exquisitely crafted you
cannot help but remember them what is heaven but the history of color begins the new long poem after which
this book is named we know at ninety sometimes it aches to sing begins another poem for a woman upon her
ninetieth birthday in the hands of this master ah who art in heaven transmigrates to the quieting ah ah
baby and here is moss in an early poem i ve always had a preference for politics you could sing on the
stage of the scala ending that poem with words attributed to lincoln i don t know what the soul is but
whatever it is i know it can humble itself a history of color new and collected poems by stanley moss is
the first one volume complete edition of the poetry of this important living american poet a history of
color proposes poetry that is made to be useful moss is our leading psalmist metaphors for wonder abound
his language one of sorrow and exaltation
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Selected Poems

2014-09-09

the long awaited new and selected collection by the author of some of the most important poetry in the
world today the new york times magazine assaying the ranges of our shared and borrowed lives our bonds of
eros and responsibilities to the planet the singing dictions and searchlight dimensions of perception the
willing plunge into an existence both perishing and beloved dazzling even now even here in an era of
algorithm assertion silo and induced distraction jane hirshfield s poems bring a much needed awakening
response actively countering narrowness the asking takes its title from the close of one of its thirty one
new poems don t despair of this falling world not yet didn t it give you the asking interrogating language
and life pondering beauty amid bewilderment and transcendence amid transience hirshfield offers a signature
investigation of the conditions contradictions uncertainties and astonishments that shape our existence a
leading advocate for the biosphere and the alliance of science and imagination she brings to both inner and
outer quandaries an abiding compass the choice to embrace what is to face with courage curiosity and a
sense of kinship whatever comes in poems that consider the smallest ant and the vastness of time hunger and
bounty physics war and love in myriad forms this collection drawing from nine previous books and five
decades of writing brings the insights and slant lights that come to us only through poetry s arc delve and
tact through a vision both close and sweeping through music inflected thought and recombinant leap with its
quietly magnifying brushwork and numinous clarities the asking expands our awareness of both breakage s
grief and the possibility for repair

A Sorting of the Ways

2011

foster s poetry in what he ought to know reads in its entirety like a hymn to intellectual beauty its mood
is almost always one of deep contemplation a search for harmony among tangled relations each poem is an
attempt to bring an inner light to the surface of the paper the desire for intimacy is reverential yet
restrained and warmed by a private friction this results in a language that is measured in its tone and
sensuality that is somehow able to be personal and impersonal simultaneously each word has a feeling of
critical distinction as if distilled out of some more turbulent compound of longing and agitation publisher
s website

A History of Color

2011-01-04

out of the dust is a collection of new poems by activist leader poet and editor janice mirikitani after
being named san francisco s second poet laureate in 2000 this fifth book of poems from mirikitani was
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written in response to the terrorist attacks on september 11 2001 drawing from her own background as a
sansei third generation japanese american mirikitani reflects on the many ways we connect through the dust
and our ability to rise and renew ourselves from this place from the dust of the world trade center in new
york to the retaliatory ashes of the dead in america s war in afghanistan the poems in this volume seek to
explicate the connections of our humanity to the reactionary profiling of people of middle eastern descent
and different ethnicities comparing these choices to the incarceration of japanese americans during world
war ii mirikitani s poems cover topics about rape incest the continued struggle for justice and economic
equality and the poet s experiences throughout her 50 year career at glide foundation and church in san
francisco where she has helped to create groundbreaking programs for the poor women and children and those
who are healing from sexual assault violence and abuse though constructed from a depth of experiences with
struggle these poems also erupt in celebration of marriage daughters and the discovery of self through
diversity

The Asking

2023-09-12

oregon book awards stafford hall award for poetry finalist praise for previous work peterson is one of our
most valuable poet thinkers and thinker poets a writer who can show us how much is within our grasp and
much is beyond it la review of books his observing eye as astute as the most finely honed telephoto lens is
such that he s able to transform even the ordinary into something so exquisite it provokes wonder and awe
mary jo bang like brazil s undiscovered caverns of amethyst allan peterson s fragile acts is a major find
john ashbery he puts music to the tension between the desperate human experience and the cool removal of
the cosmos his poems are refreshingly discrete artifacts perfected and edgy raw at the same time laura
kasischke allan peterson s meditations on domestic tranquility and ecocatastrophe are so smart that they
could actually make you smarter boston review soul poppingly magnetic the rumpus from the vast complexities
of a world in which synesthesia is our natural translator allan peterson s poems convey the consistent
message that the ordinary isn t selected from books and chapbooks covering almost thirty years of writing
peterson s work draws heavily from landscapes like the gulf coast the sciences history and the author s
background in visual arts details of perception and observation demonstrate why these reflective works
often dense with images and intuitive jumps have received national and international recognition

What He Ought to Know

2006

one of the finest poets of the last fifty years salt to the nth like the truth of an ending unskeined
across the crust of the white field though it happened only once i am sending the thought of the thought
continuing to return to the field before the mowing when a goldfinch swayed on a blue stem stalk and the
wind and the sun stirred the hay from after the mowing cinder new and selected poems gathers for the first
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time poetry from across susan stewart s thirty five year career including many extraordinary new poems from
brief songs to longer meditative sequences and always with formal innovation and exquisite precision
stewart evokes the innocence of childhood the endangered mysteries of the natural world and deeply felt
perceptions both acute and shared stewart explores our insatiable desire to remember and make meaning out
of this remembering ange mlinko writes in the nation stewart s elegiac bent has broadened over time from
the personal lyric to what might be called the cultural lyric fewer and fewer of her poems reference what
she alone remembers they are about what you and i remember reading across this retrospective collection is
a singular experience of seeing the unfolding development of one of the most ingenious and moving lyric
writers in contemporary poetry

Out of the Dust

2014-07-31

edith wharton the first woman to win the pulitzer prize for fiction with her novel the age of innocence was
also a brilliant poet this revealing collection of 134 poems brings together a fascinating array of her
verse including fifty poems that have never before been published the celebrated american novelist and
short story writer edith wharton author of the house of mirth ethan frome and the pulitzer prize winning
the age of innocence was also a dedicated passionate poet a lover of words she read studied and composed
poetry all of her life publishing her first collection of poems at the age of sixteen in her memoir a
backward glance wharton declared herself dazzled by poetry she called it her chiefest passion and greatest
joy the 134 selected poems in this volume include fifty published for the first time wharton s poetry is
arranged thematically offering context as the poems explore new facets of her literary ability and
character these works illuminate a richer sometimes darker side of wharton her subjects range from the
public and political her first published poem was about a boy who hanged himself in jail to intimate lyric
poems expressing heartbreak loss and mortality she wrote frequently about works of art and historical
figures and places and some of her most striking work explores the origins of creativity itself these
selected poems showcase wharton s vivid imagination and her personal experience relatively overlooked until
now her poetry and its importance in her life provide an enlightening lens through which to view one of the
finest writers of the twentieth century

This Luminous

2019-02-04

an indispensable collection of the groundbreaking poet s most masterful and innovative work celebrating a
bold early voice of female liberation independence and queer sexuality featuring a new introduction by poet
olivia gatwood author of life of the party edna st vincent millay defined a generation as one of the most
critically acclaimed poets of the modernist era her work pushed boundaries within the literary canon for
its lyrical expression of female embodiment and progressive feminist politics and she was honored as only
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the third woman to be awarded the pulitzer prize for poetry the selected poetry of edna st vincent millay
demonstrates millay s legacy and influence on contemporary poetry sometimes satirical often sharp and
always striking the poems in this collection span millay s remarkable career from the success of renascence
and other poems to the sting of a few figs from thistles and second april as well as the ballad of the harp
weaver and eight sonnets from the early twenties millay s incandescent poetry continues to inspire today as
broadly and deeply as during her lifetime the modern library torchbearers series features women who wrote
on their own terms with boldness creativity and a spirit of resistance american indian stories the
awakening the custom of the country the heads of cerberus lady audley s secret love anger madness passing
the transformation of philip jettan villette there is confusion the selected poems of edna st vincent
millay

Cinder

2017-02-07

lydia huntley sigourney 1791 1865 was the most widely read and respected pre civil war american woman poet
in the english speaking world in a half century career sigourney produced a wide range of poetry and prose
envisaging the united states as a new kind of republic with a unique mission in history in which women like
herself had a central role this edition contributes to the current recovery of sigourney and her republican
vision from the oblivion into which they were cast by the aftermath of the civil war the construction of a
male dominated american national literary canon and the aesthetics of modernism in this broadview edition a
representative selection of poetry and prose from across her career illustrates sigourney s national vision
and the diversity of forms she used to promote it in the appendices letters and documents illustrate her
challenges and working methods in what she called her kitchen in parnassus

Selected Poems of Edith Wharton

2019-07-09

kenneth koch in the words of editor ron padgett wrote poetry that became a part of the mystery and pleasure
of being alive a center of the new york school he gained notoriety by mocking the stodginess and
academicism of much mid century verse this enthralling selection encompasses the full range of koch s
poetry and includes such already classic works as fresh air his devastatingly satirical assault on mid
1950s poetic conformism the pleasure of peace with its defiant assertion that one single piece of pink mint
chewing gum contains more pleasures than the whole rude gallery of war the art of poetry his astonishing
and light footed survey of the aims and methods of poetry and poems from the late collection new addresses
including to world war two to psychoanalysis and to the french language a poet at once directly accessible
and deeply mysterious kenneth koch was the master of an art of surprise in which the world is constantly
reimagined about the american poets project elegantly designed in compact editions printed on acid free
paper and textually authoritative the american poets project makes available the full range of the american
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poetic accomplishment selected and introduced by today s most discerning poets and critics

The Selected Poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay

2002-09-10

over thirty years of poems from an american poet in the spirit of alan dugan and nelson algren s chicago
city on the make at times i wanted to be a poet a fittingly sly and humble epigraph for this half a
lifetime s worth of sly and humble and also lyrical and joyous poems from the first poem in the collection
the woman in the peter pan collar in which the poet examines an old photograph of his mother searching for
clues to the last rainouts in which he beseeches the lord to let his own death take place on the sort of
day that strands baseball games mid inning leaving all final decisions happily deferred brooke horvath is
always intimate never rhetorical or bland this is poetry not just for the sake of poetry but poetry as a
way of life of engaging with the world like the works of alan dugan or galway kinnell these are poems of
the everyday and when read slantwise of what lies beyond the whole collection in fact is imbued with the
wily double meaning of the final couplet from what in the world were we thinking of it was a day when
nothing happened that we will find worth remembering

Lydia Sigourney

2008-08-28

a mastery of abstraction in language deploying an eclectic and playful vocabulary newsweek

Kenneth Koch: Selected Poems

2007-04-05

drawing from every stage of his career derek walcott s selected poems brings together famous pieces from
his early volumes including a far cry from africa and a city s death by fire with passages from the
celebrated omeros and selections from his latest major works which extend his contributions to reenergizing
the contemporary long poem here we find all of walcott s essential themes from grappling with the caribbean
s colonial legacy to his conflicted love of home and of western literary tradition from the wisdom making
pain of time and mortality to the strange wonder of love the natural world and what it means to be human we
see his lifelong labor at poetic crafts his broadening of the possibilities of rhyme and meter stanza forms
language and metaphor edited and with an introduction by the jamaican poet and critic edward baugh this
volume is a perfect representation of walcott s breadth of work spanning almost half a century
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At Times

2020-08-25

a world of poems as populous and diverse as it is ephemeral and evanescent born of the world and of books
and art in equal measure yielding granite truths and feather truths of people s roller coaster lives the
poet looks back facing life and death and everything in between with equanimity holding a steady hand to
the quivering breast wherever there is breath published in the new yorker la nouvelle revue française and
in nearly a hundred magazines and poetry journals from los angeles to tokyo from lawrence kansas to rome
madrid paris london beijing and bucharest poems by barry gifford have been describing and changing our
world for nearly half a century here in one volume for the first time is the poet s own choices from his
nine previous collections as well as a rich selection of new poems imagining paradise sums up the
tremendous achievement of an underground poet who lasted

The Annotated "Here" and Selected Poems

2000

the best of davidson s forty year career these poems grapple with larger philosophical questions through
the sieve of language and form

Selected Poems

2014-09-09

poems written between 1964 and 1979 products of the experiences of one black man in a divided society evoke
the brutality fear and desperation fostered in injustice and comment on love and brotherhood from amazon
com

Imagining Paradise

2012-04-24

alan williamson artfully joins social and literary history with personal experience in the pattern more
complicated a collection of his very best poems over the last twenty years a powerful section of new poems
draws the whole work together in a kind of autobiographical novel as in eliot s phrase from which the title
is taken the pattern of dead and living grows more complicated with the years williamson s verse is a
refreshing examples of how delicately the personal can intersect with the public in a love for the
considered life the pattern more complicated assembles williamson s most important representative poems
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marking the trajectory of poetic development and the recurrence of themes across the span of four previous
collections to present a survey of a major american poet in a single volume

Bleed Through

2013-12-03

we may pull down the shades in order to get on with things but ruth stone pulls them up to remind us that
the real stuff of life isn t about to disappear the new york times book review in a field in which
collections of selected writings are constantly being released this book stands out because stone shows
that simplicity can be a deceiving doorway into some of the most challenging poems written by an american
poet stone s poems blend the personal with dimensions of the larger world in a manner reminiscent of the
late william stafford few poets have this gift for taking the workings of ordinary life and fusing them
with a poetic process that sustains intense emotion allowing human experience to be felt through the
mysteries of language ruth stone belongs to every generation of poets who have taken the responsibility to
give back to the world the bloomsbury review this volume rightly secures stone s status as a sui generis
treasure who has survived poverty a lack of formal education profound personal tragedy and decades of
obscurity to emerge as a pre eminent american poet who is still writing vital poems at the age of ninety
three harvard review what love comes to a finalist for the 2009 pulitzer prize in poetry gathers nearly
half a century of poems from a national book award winning poet who over the course of her career has
written in a wide range of voices and forms drawing from eleven previous volumes this collection offers a
trajectory through that career presenting ruth stone from her early formal lyrics through fierce feminist
and political poems to her most recent meditations on blindness and aging stone at age ninety two returns
often to the theme of loss in her work all the while maintaining what the vermont poet laureate nominations
committee calls a sense of survival surpassing poverty and grief her poetry s irrepressible humor and
intellectual curiosity are unique among contemporary american poets what love comes to is the perfect entry
point into stone s world of serious laughter of uncertainty and insight of mystery and acceptance when i
forget to weep i hear the peeping tree toads creeping up the bark love lies asleep and dreams that
everything is in its golden net and i am caught there too when i forget a recipient of the national book
award and the national book critics circle award ruth stone has taught at numerous american universities
the author of eleven books of poetry she has lived in vermont since 1957

Born of a Woman

1980
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New and Selected Poems

2005

The Pattern More Complicated

2004

Selected Poems

1995

What Love Comes to

2008
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